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For fans of TLCâ€™s Long Island Medium and anyone interested in the big questions of life, death,

and everything in between, New York Times bestselling author and medium Theresa Caputo shares

the insights and lessons sheâ€™s learned through her exceptional gift of communicating with the

dead.In her first book, Thereâ€™s More to Life Than This, Theresa shared how she discovered her

gift and her many encounters with Spirit. Now, in You Canâ€™t Make This Stuff Up, an instant New

York Times bestseller, Theresa imparts the life-changing wisdom sheâ€™s received from Spirit and

client readings. Each chapter incorporates a powerful lesson that is made real by Theresaâ€™s witty

and wise insights. She shares moving client stories and fascinating behind-the-scenes tales from

her life and hit reality show to help people find peace and closure and better understand the spiritual

world. With lessons revolving around themes such as choice, faith, fear, gratitude, healing,

surrender, relationships, compassion, and living each day to the fullest, the book also explores

spiritual concepts like angels, heaven, signs, miracles, intuition, dreams, and God. These

compelling and healing messages will help guide you toward a happier life by focusing your

attention on what really matters to the soul.
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The first book is so chock full of information.... I had a feeling there wouldn't be much else to say for

the second book. I was right. Not a terrible read at all, but the first book is where its at. Still love

Theresa.

Theresa Caputo shares her gift with spontaneity and wit. Her humor blends well with life lessons

ranging from sound everyday advice to profound reflections on human behavior coming from a

unique perspective. One cannot help but be comforted by the message and even more so, the

messenger. I find Theresa's warmth and immediacy engaging and altogether believable. Though

her gift comes as something of a mystery to most of us, Theresa's warmth & humor are entertaining,

her insight - amazing. Her messages can lift the soul and bring comfort in the face of all life's

uncertainty. One indulges the material with curiosity & pause, not to walk away disappointed. I find

the book compels a sense of introspection & greater hope for ourselves and society in general. I'm

definitely a fan of the message and its most inspiring messenger.

I did not expect this level of writing from this woman. It's chatty but informative. Really enjoyed it.

That was an interesting book. I found it just wow. And like the title says "you can't make this up"

Makes me want to believe that there might actually be a place after this world. Which I kinda think is

cool, but then again I do believe in ghosts.

I am a believer in the paranormal but this is one of those rare books that did not grab or hold my

attention. I read about a fourth of it and found it boring and sent it back to the clouds.

Love it! Fun and entertaining and teaches her perspective of the spiritual world. I loved it. Her

personality is fun to follow and I love her seriousness in her beliefs. I enjoyed some of her

philosophies. I'm not a huge fan of her show. But I saw her in a life event and her true personality

was stunning. I loved watching her work and became a fan. Her books follow her in person true to

self personality. I catch her show occasionally but still not my favorite. She offers some great

thoughts for those who like to think outside of the box. I highly recommend both of her books.



I really enjoyed reading Theresa's Book. I watch her on Sunday nights and really like the show very

interesting subject matter. Seems like a very nice person. What a great gift she has. Brings much

peace to so many. would recommend.

Her writing style is friendly, upbeat, witty and revealing. Was pleasantly surprised I liked this as

much as I did.
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